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Complex Narratives in Portuguese Cinema 
 
In the last two decades, Portuguese cinema has changed. A new generation of filmmakers, which 
started their career in the 90s, tried to experiment with film narrative, whether working on film genres 
or making hybrid films. Most of these directors are among the bets internationally known, such as 
Miguel Gomes, Pedro Costa, João Pedro Rodrigues (working solo or with João Rui Guerra da Mata) 
or João Canijo. This contemporary trend for complexing the filmic narrative is broad, covering from 
Hollywood mainstream cinema to author-driven art cinema. This paper wants to draw in a literature 
review from this trend, analysing how Portuguese cinema is constructing its narrative. We can sense, 
at least, the necessity for art cinema to also reinvent and complicate, delivering episodic narratives, 
mixing fiction with documentary, using a mode of production that mixes script development with non-
fiction tools. Examples such as Arabian Nights (Miguel Gomes), Blood of My Blood (João Canijo), 
Horse Money (Pedro Costa) and The Last Time I Saw Macao (João Pedro Rodrigues and João Rui 
Guerra da Mata), will be used. 
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